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The ability to see all 527 Scholar routes 
in the Western Cape digitally for the 
first time, instead of on paper, allows for 
effective route optimization - saving the 
client money.

After establishing the school locations, it 
was necessary to process the distances 
between the points on the original maps 
in order to find the correctpick-up points
and starting points of each route.

GoMetro as a Service Provider set out to survey 
the 527 routes in their Learner Transport Scheme 
with Global Positioning System devices. The 
surveys included recording all the stops along a 
route where learners were picked up and dropped 
at their schools.

527 individual contracts administered by 
Provincial Department
4 District Municipalities 
1 Metropolitan area 
Effective measurement in rural area

Historically, all routes were recorded as hand -
drawn maps by officials of the WCED, after
measuring the route length by driving along it. 
Invariably these maps are not to scale and 
distances are often inaccurate due to standard 
errors on the odometers of different vehicles.

The data recorded under this contract would be 
mapped in a format that makes it accessible for 
the monitoring of contractual performance of 
operators, as well as for planning purposes.
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GoMetro Pro

The technology behind the mapping project, 
GoMetro Pro, is a mobile transit app designed to 
map public transport routes, stops and other public 
transport related information. The app is designed 
to function with or without internet connectivity. 
After downloading, users simply enter the details 
of the route they are about  to travel. These  details 
include vehicle type, route information, arrival time 
and final destination.

The captured route can be reviewed on the 
GoMetro Pro app before uploading to the 
database. The mapped data uploaded from the 
App, (Internet connection is required for the 
upload only), is stored in GoMetro’ s Dataportal. 
Our GoMetro Pro technology then collects, 
collates and displays the geospatial transport data 
on a map using an automated data validation 
processes.

GoMetro Pro App

GoMetro Pro improves Public 
Tranport networks by equip-
ping public and private sector 
actors with the tools to analyze 
Public Transport systems easily 
and enhancing their planning 
capabilities. Its data density is 
unparalleled by any such tool in 
South Africa; particularly with 
the ability to produce real - 
time data from a mobile 
application.
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